OUTSTANDING MASTER GARDENER AWARD
Nature Coast Master Gardeners are proud to nominate Sherry Harmon for the Outstanding
Florida State Master Gardener award. She has worked cooperatively with fellow Master
Gardeners, local businesses, schools, community organizations, and at horticultural
information booths to disseminate University of Florida research-based information. Leading
by example, Sherry has supported the MG program with time, physical activity and creativity
by planning, designing and encouraging MG participation (News article 1). Sherry
exemplifies the characteristics that define an outstanding Master Gardener, involved in a wide
range of projects and activities.
1. Areas of participation, length of time with the program and
number of hours served:
Sherry Harmon graduated from initial Master Gardener training
in May of 2009. Volunteer hours represent participation in a wide
range of activities and programs. Through these activities she has
dramatically increased public awareness of the tri-county Extension
Offices (Dixie, Gilchrist and Levy), the availability of researchedbased information, the Master Gardener program and the principles of
Florida Friendly Landscaping/Florida Yards &Neighborhoods (FFL/FYN). She has staffed
local horticulture information booths and EPCOT International Garden and Flower Festival
[inset lower right], provided submissions to our MG newsletter, prepared student and adult
presentations, served as classroom assistant, photographer, works in the Levy Extension
Office demonstration garden and serves as FYN yard advisor.
An avid learner, Sherry has completed thirty-three hours of continuing education and driven
nearly seven hundred volunteer miles.
2. Brief Description/explanation of the projects and her involvement:
* Sherry was instrumental in the establishment of the semimonthly horticultural booth at the Chiefland Wal-mart. She met
with the manager of the store to plan, implement and schedule a
garden center booth. One-on-one contacts number more than four
hundred a year at Wal-Mart. These contacts‟ email addresses are
added to a database where electronic newsletter provides
continued follow-up and North Florida gardening information on
a continual basis. In addition to Wal-Mart,
Sherry has participated at numerous Levy
County booths including Chiefland Watermelon Festival,
Withlacoochee Gulf Preserve programs, Yankeetown Seafood &
Crafts Festival, Williston Peanut Festival and Cedar Key
Seafood Festival. While at Melon Festival, Chiefland ACE
representatives requested a weekly information booth at their
local business. (49 hours)

* Sherry has worked cooperatively to plan, prepare
and plant the Demonstration Garden at the Extension
Office. Currently plans are in the works to develop a
shade garden. Sherry volunteers to lead groups
through the garden answering questions and
providing literature. Sherry also points out the Quick
Reference (QR) codes linking to UF sites for detailed
information on specific plants or FFL principles [image
left].
Her creativity was utilized for the ribbon cutting
ceremony that designated the site as the “Discovery
Garden,” November 2011, at which she was a
“scarecrow hostess” (News article 2). She continues to
maintain an active role on the planning and maintenance committee for the garden. If
you visit, you may see her weeding, pruning, mulching or talking with citizens either
as part of an organized program or impromptu while volunteering in the Extension
office. (27 hours)
* Sherry is an accomplished photographer who uses her work to develop scrapbooks,
newsletter pictures and other visual displays, used for educational purposes (News
article 3). Sherry produced a photograph and journaling scrapbook illustrating the
various stages of preparation, purchasing, planting, plant growth and training that has
taken place in the Demonstration Garden. It is a very popular tool with Extension
clientele.
Sherry initially planted North Florida larval host
plants in her home garden. She began photographing
the Gulf Fritillary‟s stages of development and
produced a PowerPoint program and a large colorful
chart of the developmental process (News article 4).
She then presented “Life Cycle of the Gulf
Fritillary” to Advanced Placement (AP) Science
students at Chiefland High School, complete with
plant specimens and larvae [image left]. (News
article #5).
Utilizing images from her own bird sanctuary, Sherry designed a visual for the
Williston Women‟s Club, depicting Bluebirds and their habitat. “Attracting Backyard
Birds: Bird Feeder Selection,” UF/IFAS EDIS publication WEC 162 of hummingbird
at feeder with Sherry‟s photo credit. (News article 6) (37 hours)
Sherry eagerly participates in the Nature Coast FYN “12 in 2012” challenge where she will
meet with homeowners one-on-one. Program goals include completing twelve yards visits in
each of our tri-county localities. As an experienced FYN yard advisor, Sherry expects to
personally visit twenty yards in 2012. Sharon S., transplant from Alaska stated “appreciate
you taking time to come and help me out here…it’s like I’m a virgin…98% of the plants
here are totally new to me.” (16.5 hours)

3. How did you evaluate your efforts in these projects (ex. Questionnaire, telephone
surveys, etc.)?
The horticultural booths have generated many public information requests as indicated
by increased phone calls and emails after each of these events. Scout leaders, garden club
program chairs and others often request a MG speaker as a result of these booths. To date
these requests exceed 1,200 contacts with majority expressing appreciation for the help.
Several „repeat‟ visitors have told us of success after implementing UF recommendations,
and approach with a new concern. Uses of QR codes, linking to our website, indicate an
increase in site hits following a public event. Public comments and news articles have been
increasing in local media. She has received positive comments at Williston Garden club,
Withlacoochee Gulf Preserve program and demonstration venues regarding the quality of the
trainings or demonstrations as well as written evaluations. To date, more than five hundred
people have viewed the demonstration garden as part of programs in; IPM, Right Plant, Right
Place, Identification and Removal of Invasive Plants, Landscape Design, weed ID and
control, native plant roundtable meetings, vegetable gardening short-course, and other
community programs. One garden visitor responded “I like it…especially that turf grass
side-by-side so…you look at it and gives the homeowner an idea…”
4. What was the educational impact of the projects that you were involved with?
The educational impact has exceeded all expectations as evidenced by the increased number
of requests for UF/IFAS EDIS information, the volume of visitors to the demonstration
garden and the high attendance at the horticultural information booths. Her presentations have
been well received by Garden clubs and organized groups. Dan D, Trenton following a FYN
yard visit expressed “so much information, I would definitely recommend this to
others…wish neighbor were here… he would enjoy this.” Pre and post evaluations using
TurningPoint technology has been a popular with youth and audiences, especially since
anonymous responses may be viewed real-time and a variety of analytics are available. We
plan to use TurningPoint more in the future, in addition to surveymonkey.com and paper
evaluations.
SUMMARY
A lifetime resident of Volusia County, Sherry moved to north Florida in 2001. In
2009 she completed UF/IFAS Master Gardener training and became involved supporting
Extension programs. She continues to actively seek opportunities to share UF research-based
information in the Nature Coast area of Dixie, Gilchrist and Levy counties.
Small in stature but persistent in spirit, Sherry develops, plans and encourages MG to
participate in these programs. She shares her horticultural passion with enthusiasm and
energy. Striving to educate residents using photo journaling, demonstrations, FYN yard visits,
and public information venues, she seeks to enrich the lives of those Extension serves. Sherry
candidly and openly evaluates her programs, making adjustments as needed. To increase
knowledge and sharpen her skills, she regularly looks for, and participates in, UF/IFAS
training opportunities.
Sherry is an excellent Ambassador of UF/IFAS Extension, exemplifying the integrity,
knowledge and skills needed as an outstanding Master Gardener.

News article 1. Sherry (seated far right) was instrumental in planning, designing and
participating in the UF/IFAS Master Gardener float that earned 2nd place in the float
competition. Several hundred FFL/FYN planting guides, pencils, water saving tips,
notepads, solutions for your life business cards and promotional items were distributed
to parade onlookers.

News article 2. Enhancing festive fall atmosphere at Dedication Ceremony, Sherry dressed
as a scarecrow. Homeowners [inset upper right] were challenged with sloped, well-drained
sandy soils. Sherry discussed their goals and possible landscape options.

News article 3. An illustration of some of the many photos submitted to MG newsletter

News article 4. Photos taken by Sherry Harmon have to prepare Gulf Fritillary PowerPoint
for Chief land High School.

News article 5. Sherry enjoys working with children and youth. She freely shares her
gardening passion, mingled with UF based research, to develop our next generation.

News article 6. Assisting agents and specialists across a wide range of volunteer activities,
Sherry generously shares photos for EDIS publications.

